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INTRODUCTION 
I am going to t6.lk about RF power murcea for accelerator 

applications. My approach will be with particular c+omus 
in mind. That customers are high energy phy6icirtr who w 
accelerator6 66 experimental tool6 in the rtudy of the nucleus 
of the atom, and rpchrotron light sourea derived from elec- 
tron or po6itron storage ring6. I will genually confine my6elf to 
electron-positron linear accelerator6 rince the RF sourca have 
alwaya defined what b poe6ible to achieve with these accelua- 
tom. A striking example of thii L the development at Stanford 
immediately after World War II when Chodorow and Ginzton’ 
wt the rtage for GeV electron accelerator6 with the develop- 
ment of the multi-megawatt klystron which at that time np- 
resented order6 of magnitude of power capabilities above that 
which wa6 available in klystron amplifiers. 

Circular machines, cyclotrons, 6ynchrotron6, etc. have u6u- 
ally not been limited by the RF power available urd the ma- 
chine builders have usually had their RF power source require- 
ments met “off the ohelf.” The main challenge for the RF 
Bcientist ha6 been then in the area6 of controls. An interesting 
example of this b in the Conceptual Design Report of the Su- 
p_crconducting Super Collider (SSC) where the RF 6y6tem is 
described in six page6 of text in a 7O@page report. Also, the 
cost of that RF 6y6tem b about one-thud of a percent of the 
project’6 total co6t. The RF 6yyster.n L well within the state of 
the art and no new power sources need to be developed. All 
the intellectual effort of the system designer would be devoted 
to the feedback rystems nectary to stabilii beam6 during 
rtorage and acceleration, with the main engineering challenges 
(and coats) being in the ruperconducting magnet lattice. 

In rharp contrast, the next electron accelerator for high 
energy phy6ica application6 b the TeV linear collidq. Studies 
of these machines are proceeding in many laboratories in the 
USA, Europe, the Soviet Union and Japan. All of thae rtudies 
reveal that a key 6y6tem which will determine the feasibility 
of the6e collider6 i6 the RF 6@rm and, in particular, the RF 
power 6ource6. In fact, many parameter rtudi6a and co6t opti- 
mizations are beii carried out and rtill it i6 difficult to keep 
the RF 6yatem coclt below 60% of the total project co6t. 

In my plrsentation to thL conference, I will focus on RF 
power ~1urce6 for the next generation of linear collider%, demon- 
rtrating how the power 6ourcea developed for electron lme6.r 
accelerator6 over the past forty year6 point the way to ruit- 
able Iourca for that application. Not rurprhigly I will deal 
with the klystron and klyritron-type interactions riuce Stanford 
Univvlity irr where the klystron W M  invented in 1937 with the 
fiftieth annivemary being celebrated last ye6.r. 

PRESENT STATUS 
StOrw R3Ilg6 

Electron-positron rtorlrqe ring6 require continuow power 
generally in the frequency range 50-loo0 MR6. Klystrons 
producing over one megawatt are available for purchase from 
manufacturing companies at both 350 MHz and 500 MHz. 
The6e power amplifier6 ue high efficiency klJntron6 (65%) and 
high gain (greater than 50 dB) and are utalogue item6 of 

. klystron manufacturer6 around the world. 

The frequency of choice for rrtorage rings dedicated to syn- 
chrotron light application6 are 5W MB6 and klyetrons in the 
range 100 kW to 1200 kW are readily available for the individ- 
ual requirementa of these RF 6@ems. The present day storage 
ring6 are not limited by the availability of RF power sources. 

Linear AcceIerators 
The way of life of accelerator builder6 is to respond to the 

demand6 of high energy physicbb for higher and higher elec- 
tron and positron energiee and at lower and lower costs per 
GeV. After World Wu II the chosen freguency for electron ac- 
celeratom W M  in the !&band frequency rage where rignificant 
radar development6 had taken place. The klystron eventu- 
ally developed for the Strnford Linear Accelerator Center was 
permanently magnebfocu6ed md produced 21 M W  at 250 keV 
beam voltage for 2.5 yet at 360 R6 repetition rate. This served 
very well to produce 20 GeV beam6 but then, responding to the 
demands for higher energy, a scheme W M  proposed to increase 
the energy by compra6ion of the RF pulse coming out of the 
klystron. In SLED the power from the klyrtron is 6tored in a 
hiih Q  (greater than 100,000) cavity over part of the pulse and 

’ then, for the remam ing part of the p&e, the power is rapidly 
fed into the accelerating 6ectiom for a hiih effective peak power 
level.6 This, together with an upgrading of the SLAC klystron 
to above 30 MW, enabled SLAC to run clme to 30 GeV for 
short pulses. Thii type of 30 M W  klystron6 are now readily 
available from tube manufacturer6 around the world. 

The SLC program at SLAC then required a tube redesign 
in order to bring SLAC to greater than 50 GeV. The resulting 
tube which W M  d&ned and built at SLAC rrm with a pube 
width of 3.5 w giving 67 M W  at 350 keV beam voltage at 
180 Bt repetition ratc6 The mwured characteristics of the 
5045 klystron h rhown in Fig. 1 and represents the highest 
power, S-band, klystron for accelerator applications in large 
production at praxnt. Over 300 of these klystrons have been 
built at SLAC with a greater of 75% production yield and 
lifetimes in exccs6 of 20,000 hours. 
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Fii. 1. Typical chuacteristicn of production SLC klystron. 
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At SLAC the limitations of these kly6tronr at 1 met pulse 
width (for use without SLED) ~66 al6o rtudied. The mcrsured 
charecterktica of the 5045 klystron run up to higher voltage6 
at 1 m  ir rhown in Fig. 2. It W M  found that thir production 
tube could operate at 415 kV at 100 M W  pe& power at 48% 
efficiency. No extensive lifetime data W M  taken but one tube 

. did run for over 500 houm uninterrupted on a tast rtand. 
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Fig. 2. Performance of production SLC klyrtron at 
beam voltages above the initial design beam voltage. 

In parallel with the development of the 5045 tub6 for SLC, 
‘work wa6 started for a tube to operate at 150 M W  with 1 pet.’ 
The measured characteristics of this tube are rhown in Fig. 3. 
In order to achieve the higher power6 and for efficiency im- 
provement, thii tube employed a double gap in the output 
cavity. Although thii tube wa6 not put into production, it is 
likely that a ruccrssful production could hRve been made based 
on thi6 experimental tube. 

The 5045 klystron and the 150 M W  klystron stially 
npraent the present state of the art for S-hand accelerators. 
The next generation of linear accelerztola for hiih energy 
phyriu look6 toward6 higher frequencies and thin is connidered 
next. 

POWER SOURCES FOR LINEAR COLLIDERS 
The next generation of electron machma beyond the SLC 

b a linear collider ln the center of xn6x16 range of the order 
of 1 TeV (TLC). Designs for this class of accelerator have 
evolved over the p66t few y6ar6 and, since the early day6 of 
these designs, all parameters6 and cc& optimi6ation 6tudie6 
have indicated that the frequency muet be higher than the 
wellatabli6hed S-brnd frequencies heretofore wd in electron 
linear accelerators. The accelerating field a6 related to the 
energy dirripated in the wall I-, ir more favorable M  the 
length decreaeee and wavelength6 between 3 cm (X-buld re- 
gion) ad 1.5 cm are neceslrary ta achieve reasonable Spall 
plug’ power for the total accelerator. Because of thii, about 
two year6 ago, it W M  decided to develop at SLAC a conven- 
tional X-bad klystron to explore the peak power upabilitiea 
in that frequency range. It W M  decided, initially, to build a 
tube to operate at 330 kV and daigned to achieve So M W  at 
that VOhge level. If that W M  6~CCa6f~1, the next Stage would 
be to proceed to 100 M W  which W M  e&mated to be the llmlt 
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Fig. 3. Measured characteristics of experimental 150 M W  
klystron. 

po66ible at 1 /UK p&e width. Figure 4 rhow6 the performance 
of that tube as measured and 24 M W  was acbicved at 340 keV 
for an efficiency of 43%. 
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Fig. 4. Measured chuacterLtics of experimental 
X-bmd klystron. 

At about that time daign rtudia on a TLC yielded power 
requiremenb per meter of 500 M W  and higher in the fre- 
quency range 10-17 GH2 with p&e width6 of about 50 IUIK. 
Short pube width6 brought IU into a hitherto unexplored re- 
gion of klystron performance where higher peak power might 
be po66ible. Two general approach- are possible M  illus- 
trated in Fig. 6. A long RF output pulse from a conventional 
kly6tron modulator combination could be compressed into a 
high peak pow- pub by SLED-type techniques. A method 
of 2. D. F&M utlliiing a wies of delay l ime6 to store elites of 
the RF pulse and combine them into a single high power short 
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pube L an innovative extemrion of thir SLED principle.6 This 
L illustrated in Fig. S(a). An alternate 6cbeme ir compress- 
ing the modulator pube before it ir applied to the klystron 
and for 50 mux forming a megavolt-ki loampere beam in a 6c+ 
called “relativhrtic kIy6tron.” The relativirtic klystron will be 
considered in greater detsil, but it mu6t be empha6i6ed other 

. approach6e ue being invatigated in other laboratories. Two 
in particular rhow promise: the gyroklystron at the Univer- 
-6ity of Maryland’ and work on undulating 6tmCt~W at Cornell 
Univer6ity.6 
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Fig. 5. a) Illustration of RF pulse compression. 
b) Illustration of magnetic compre66ion. 

5 RELATMSTIC KLYSTRONS 
A klystron ir defined 66 a device u6ing cavity raronators to 

convert an unmodulated electron beam to a bunched beam by 
use of velocity modulation and then to extract RF energy from 

-that modulated beam. A relativistic klystron opuatea at ener- 
gies where relativistic effects become 6igniicant in the bunch- 
ing process. A broader definition of the relativi6tic klystron 
encompa66ar twctbeam accelerator6 in which a bunched “low” 
energy, ‘high-current” beam tran6ferr power at regular inter- 
val6 to a high energy low current accelerator. ABo, at regular 
intervala the low energy beam i6 reaccelerated by low frequency 
accelerator cavitiar. A rignificant example of thi6 type of de- 
vice b the RF power source for CLIC at CERN.6 Thor propwed 
device would IW 6uperconducting cavities for the low energy 
beam. We will confine our comment6 to velocity modulated 
kly6tron6. 

At the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) 
there L an ongoing program rnsing induction lieu accelera- 
tom to produce high voltage high current beam6.r” Some of 
this work i6 done in collaboration with the Lawrence Berke- 
.ley Laboratory (LBL). A collaboration W M  started between 
these two laboratories and SLAC to operate a klyvrtron with 
the beam of an induction linear accelerator at Livermore. A6 a 
tit experiment, the X-band klystron dacribed earlier in this 
paper wa6 run wlth an induction accelerator beam and the ex- 
periment W M  daignated 563. Ee6entially the cathode of thii 
conventional X-band klylrtron W M  replued with the induction 
linear 6ccekrator. Although thkr klystron wa6 daigned for 
Op&mm performance at 3%) keV, the experiment W M  per- 
formed wlth that klystron to co&m the fut that, at 6hort 
pube lengths, it might be lmpoaible to achieve breakdown 
voltage6 in the klystron cavitia well in exce66 of the 3 W/cm 
which i thought to be about the limit of microsecond pulse 
width klystrons.. 

A 6ummuy of the performance of thii klystron b 6hown 
in Fig. 6. Breakdown voltage6 well in exce66 of the previous 

limits were obtained. Since instrumentation is far from perfect 
at Livermore, the me66ured pult power output6 are i lO% in 
accuracy. Another difficulty in measurements at Livermore 
had to do with the measurement of klyrtron current. Since an 
i6olated collector W M  not u6ed, no musurement of body inter- 
cepted current M  the beam pa66ed through the klystron was 
made. Improvement6 are being made on future experiments 
and these ue described in greater detail in another paper at 
this conference.rr About 80 M W  of peak power was obtained in 
30 rum pul6e6. In Fig. 7 the m&mum RF field at the output 
gap before breakdown b calculated for thii experimental tube. 
An expected, there is a rteep rise in breakdown field a6 a pulse 
width L decreased. This confirms the expectation that much 
higher peak power6 can be obtained from rhort pulse width 
nlativbtic kly6trons and that peak powers in the hundreds of 
megawatt6 might be possible from a single klyetron operating 
at the frequencies required for linear colliders. 
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Fig. 6. Measured characteri6tics of relativistic X-band 
klystron with resulb with conventional cathode for com- 
parison. 
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Fig. 7. Peak RF field in output cavity of X-band klystron 
Y function of pulse width. 

Two other experiment6 were carried out at LLNL. These 
are called SHARK and SM. SHARK is a rubharmonic drive 
experiment rhown in Fig. 8.’ It ir a two-cavity klystron with a 
drive cavity at 5.7 GH6 and the extraction cavity at 11.4 GHz. 
A Iummhry of the output power6 obtained from this ucper- 
iment is rhown in Fig. 9. At the highest power of 30 MW, 
there W M  a rhortening of the output pulse which was due to 
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Fig. 8. Schematic of subharmonic drive experiment, 
SHARK. 
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Fig. 9. SHARK RF output pulse shape for various drive 
powers. 

some anomalous beam loading which is discussed in another 
.paper.” 

The next experiment consisted of a diiect klystron M- 
plifier similar to the first one, SG3, but designed to operate 
with a beam voltage of 1.2 MV at 1 LA. This experiment is 
designated SL-4. Figure 10 shows a schematic cross section 
of the tube with its basic design parameters. There is high 
loading of the gain cavities by using lossy ceramics to decree 
the rise time to less than 10 nsec. Also, because of the dif- 
ficulty of focusing the 1 LA beam over long distances, it, was 
decided to use a large driit tube diameter for the gain section 
and taper it down to a smaller diameter for the penultimate 
in output cavities, thus requiring only a short length of high- 
field solenoid. Figure 11 shows the typical power output pulse 
shape. Results from this tube b diiussed in detail in the 
other paper at thii conference.” The experiment produced a 
power output of 200 MW. The pulse shape das not follow the 
pulse shape of the beam current at ib highest power and shows 
signs of anomalous loadii poesibly due to multipactor tier 
10-20 nsec. Using the value at the output cavity the maxi- 
mum field at the output gap can be calculated and the value 
comes out to be about 300 MV/m at 200 MW. The transfer 
characteristics of power output versus drive ls shown ln Fig. 12 
and it follows quite standard klystron characteristics. The gain 
peaks at between 300 and 600 W drive. 

In an additional experiment, the output of SM was fed to 
25 cells (30 .cm) of diik-loaded waveguide at 11.4 GHs. The 
200 MW pulse was passed through the uceluator without 
breakdown. If thll pulse could be maintained over the number 
of nanoseconds necessary to completely fill the structure for 
beam uceleration, thii would correspond to ucelerating fields 
of over 125 MV/m. 

11.4 GHz Klystron Experlmeni 
Deslqn Values 
-50% Elllctencv 
-6Odb Goon 
1.2 MV Volloqe Measured 

1.0 hA Loaded (0 = I201 - 200 MW 

Fig. 10. Schematic of relativistic klystron, SL-4. 

Status of SL4, Apral IS. I968 
Output Power at 11.4 GHz=l96MH 
Peak Surface Field = 280 MV/m 
9eom Enerqy = 975 kV 
Current Ttwtrmitted = 625 A 
Efflclency * 32% 

Fig. 11. Output power pulse of SL-4. 
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Fig. 12. Drive power versus output power of SG4.’ 

A summary of results is given ln Fig. 13. It is possible 
to achieve 150 MW at S-band with 1 pet pulses in an en- 
gineering tube and 200 MW has been uhieved at X-band in 
very narrow pulse, but this is ln a very preliminary, experimen- 
tal.type of tube and the resulb are far from being amenable 
yet to tube production but are encouraging. Together with 
developing the relativistic klystron concept, it is necessary to 
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carry out a program of research and development of mega- 
volt/kiloampere beam sources that can supply suitable beams 
for these new type of microwave sources suitable for linear col- 
liders. Clearly it is not practical to use these very large linear 
accelerators as a beam source for each of the many thousands of 
relativistic klystrons that would be needed for the TLC. Much 
effort has to go into development of suitable beam sources with 
this specific application in mind. 
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Fig. 13. Klystron power output versus beam voltages 
for klystrons described. 

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that the relativistic 
klystron is a promising RF power source for the next generation 
of linear colliders. 
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